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Under the colonnade of the toy-palace I came on
a golden doorway like the entrance to a venerated
shrine. On a background of illuminated scroll-
work hung from an ornamental stud a finely
chiselled ring, clamping the two leaves of the door.
Only after Dim had quelled his scruples by tender-
ing a rupee did the durwan consent to fling wide
the sumptuous portal, and I saw—another garden.
Still more secret, an inviolate retreat, this garden
nestled in a bower of orange-trees and roses, shut in
by four white walls. Four marble elephants leering
like roguish eunuchs tossed up through uplifted
trunks four miniature cascades that poured into a
shallow pool shadowed by drooping roses, A flight
of steps led down to the pellucid water. Here, if
anywhere on earth, was fairyland regained, one of
those magic pools whither across the golden mists of
dawn the princess of a fairy-talc might speed with
her attendant maidens to plunge into the water of
dreams. A sheen of iridescent silk and sunlight,
two peacocks had alighted on the coping of the wall
Preening themselves, they seemed to search in vain
for a glimpse of exquisite young bodies splashing
in the limpid water ; then, in despite, they took off
with two loud flaps and planed majestically above
the trees.
I returned to my haphazard exploration. The
gardens came to an end as abruptly as they had
begun. I was back again in a realm of dust,
scrub jungle and wizened trees—but I had lit on a
trouvaille ! A lake, a magical lake, bright as the
sunlit sky, mirrored those very hills of blue which
seen from the hotel across the morning mist had
seemed so near at hand. The road skirted the bank
of the lake, which for some distance was edged with
white stones, then unexpectedly diverged from it.

